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1. Abstract

This article will be divided into three parts. (1)

Part I will study British foreign economic policy-making on three issues:

British investments in China;1.
Controls on British exports to China;2.
Controls on imports into Britain from China.3.

The first two issues have been well covered by historians so are treated more briefly; the last one is given more space as it is based on new archival
research. (2) All three show how British governments reversed a policy, which sought, despite the emergence of a Communist China, to develop Sino-British
economic relations.

Part II will compare these policies with those towards Hong Kong. There is not the space here to discuss the policy-making process with regards to Hong Kong
but I need to discuss the outcomes of policy-making towards the colony because they influenced policy-making towards China. Moreover, as foreign economic
policies towards Hong Kong differed from those towards China, the Hong Kong example will allow me to speculate on the factors influencing policy-making at
a more general level.

Part III will assess how helpful the Cain and Hopkins thesis is for explaining British foreign economic policy-making towards China. (3)

I begin by providing some historical context, briefly outlining some of the most important changes to the international politics of East Asia in the 1950s and
the formation of British policy towards China and Hong Kong in 1949-50. I will then estimate the impact of British economic relations with China and Hong
Kong on the British economy and discuss divisions within the British business community trading with China. Before presenting my findings I will also briefly
discuss the work of Cain and Hopkins, which will frame my analysis in Part III.

2. Context

The international politics of East Asia were fundamentally transformed from the late 1940s. In October 1949, the Chinese People's Government (CPG) was
established in China, and, after some very difficult negotiations, Mao Zedong and Joseph Stalin signed a Sino-Soviet Treaty, which provided the new state
with economic and military aid from the Soviet Union. At the same time, the Chinese Nationalists (Guomindang, GMD), defeated on mainland China by the
military forces of the Chinese Communists, evacuated men and resources to the island of Taiwan, where they established a new regime. The Chinese civil
war continued after 1949: in 1950 the GMD blockaded the Chinese coast and bombed cities such as Shanghai, and, from the mid 1950s, the forces of the CPG
periodically shelled GMD-held islands off the Chinese coast. In the 1950s US administrations, by adopting a hard-line containment policy towards the CPG and
by providing the GMD government on Taiwan with economic and military aid, reinforced cold war political alignments in East Asia. International relations in
the area did not shift again until the end of the decade, when there was a diplomatic schism between the Soviet Union and China. (4)

3. The origins of the Korean War can in part be linked to cold war political relationships. In June 1950 the armies of the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, the communist government controlling North Korea, invaded the south of the country, governed by the non-communist Republic of Korea. The Soviet
Union and the CPG supported the North Korean aggression and, perhaps in consequence, the conflict soon escalated. In July 1950, the UN, backed by men
and equipment from America and Britain, intervened and in November 1950, when the UN forces looked like winning the war, Chinese Communist troops
entered the conflict. By 1951, there was a military stalemate on the Korean peninsula. In July 1953 an armistice was signed which brought an end to the
conflict, leaving Korea a divided nation. (5)

4. British government policy towards Communist China forms a minor subplot to the above story. In January 1950 the British Labour government recognised
the CPG and pursued strategies to secure China's integration into world diplomatic and trading communities. Historians argue that the British Labour
government adopted this policy because it wanted to maintain British economic interests in Asia (including those in Hong Kong) and to discourage a close
Sino-Soviet alliance - by providing China with diplomatic and economic support from the West. The government also wanted to maintain close diplomatic
relations with parts of the Asian Commonwealth sympathetic to the rise of communism in China. Nevertheless, after the outbreak of the Korean War, the
British Labour government, and from October 1951 a Conservative one, gradually adjusted British policy towards China, a story I will take up later. (6)

5. In 1949 the British Labour government also publicly declared its desire to hold on to and defend its Crown Colony in Hong Kong, which was now, potentially
at least, facing a heightened threat from mainland China. The CPG could have easily invaded this militarily insecure territory, or, by instigating social
unrest, could have made British colonial rule politically and financially unviable. In 1951-52, the colonial state in Hong Kong, headed by Governor Alexander
Grantham, and fully supported by the Conservative government in London, dropped plans to introduce more democracy to Hong Kong's political system and
suppressed communist influence in the colony's schools, trade unions and media. Surprisingly, given its anti-imperialist ideology, the CPG accepted these
British policies towards Hong Kong. Historians are unsure why this was the case but most speculate that it was because the colony was one of China's main
sources of foreign exchange earnings. (7) In addition, Hong Kong provided Chinese state trading corporations with access to world markets.

6. In a sense, the CPG was placing financial considerations before political and ideological ones. Can British policy towards China be explained along similar
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lines? In order to answer this question, I need to assess the impact of Sino-British relations on the British economy. I cannot do this with any degree of
precision, given the problematic nature of the data and rapid changes to the structure of Sino-British economic relations in the 1950s, but it is possible to
reach a few very rough estimates. I also need to outline the views of Cain and Hopkins, who argue that financial forces were the prime influence on British
foreign policy- making.

7. While precise figures are difficult to obtain, on the whole it seems safe to assume that between 1949-60, economic relations with mainland China were
relatively insignificant to the British economy. Exports to China rose initially, fell during the Korean War and then increased thereafter, rising at their fastest
rate when, after 1957, the British government removed semi-strategic goods from a list of embargoed strategic exports. (I will discuss the economic embargo
later.) Overall British exports to China averaged only 0.2 per cent of total British exports between 1949 and 1954, rising to 0.6 per cent between 1955 and
1960. Imports from China rose steadily from the mid 1950s and by the end of the decade more of them comprised manufactured products; they averaged 0.25
per cent of total British imports between 1949-54, rising to 0.4 per cent between 1955-60. The impact of these trends on the British economy is unclear for,
while Britain had a trading surplus with China on the visible account, it is extremely difficult even to estimate the level of British invisible earnings from
activities related to trade with the country. (8) (For a more detailed breakdown of trade figures and the level of British investments in China see appendices
A and B.)

By 1949, many British service sector firms, such as Jardine Matheson and Co. Ltd. and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, had been based in
China for many years (in some cases over 100 years), although many had by then offices and even headquarters outside the country. As these firms had
traditionally financed, distributed and insured trade between Britain and China and between China and other economies across the world, in the 1950s they
should have contributed to British invisible earnings. (9) However, as Osterhammel has argued, from the 1920s these firms, and also British multinationals
such as British American Tobacco and Imperial Chemicals Industries which had begun to invest more heavily in China in the twentieth century, became more
'deeply entangled in indigenous commerce and politics'. It was even difficult, he argues, to label many enterprises 'British', as many Chinese citizens (and
other nationalities) worked for and had invested in these businesses. (10) This meant that, in the pre-1937 period, many firms would have been re-investing
and distributing a larger proportion of their profits back in China, instead of remitting them to the UK.

8. In the 1950s, the economic impact of British investments in China on the British economy shifted even more dramatically than in the pre-1937 period. As I
will explain later, the CPG made the running of foreign businesses financially unviable and only after a long delay allowed firms in exit from the country.
Consequently, many British firms sent funds to China (in some cases until 1955) to cover the substantial losses of their businesses operating there.
Unfortunately we do not know to what extent. We have few figures to indicate how much individual firms remitted to China and we do not know which firms
sent funds from the UK. In the late 1940s many firms operating in China, particularly the long-established service-sector ones, shifted their headquarters to
Hong Kong, and so probably diverted funds from the colony to China. (See Appendix A for further details of British investments in China.)

9. The financial implications of Sino-British trade for the British economy becomes even more difficult to estimate when Hong Kong is factored in,
particularly as the Hong Kong economy was undergoing rapid structural change at the time. Hong Kong had traditionally acted as an entrepôt for regional
and global markets, but had experienced industrialisation from the early twentieth century, structural change which accelerated from the late 1940s when
capital, skilled labour and entrepreneurs migrated to the colony from a war-torn and soon to be communist China. (11) Again we are faced with problems
when trying to measure the impact of Hong Kong on the British economy. But it seems more likely than not that in the 1950s Hong Kong's status as a British
colony benefited the British economy. In 1957 the Colonial Office reached such a conclusion, after having been instructed by Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
to undertake one of many cost-benefit-type reports on British colonial possessions. (12) Even though Hong Kong was, for long periods of its history, financially
self-sufficient - deriving revenue from taxes on trade, and, in the post-Pacific War period, from taxes on income - the British government incurred costs in
the post-war period maintaining control of Hong Kong. British governments subsidised colonial defence expenditure; the maximum annual cost was
estimated to be £7 million in 1957. They also provided a few small loans to facilitate economic development. In the 1950s, British governments met half the
cost of a new airport by providing an interest-free loan of £3 million. There was also, in the early post-war decades, a large potential fiscal burden
constantly facing British governments, because, in the event of either a war in East Asia involving Hong Kong or serious social unrest in the colony - perhaps
caused by severe overcrowding and underemployment, endemic in Hong Kong at the time - government troops or welfare payments might have been needed
to underpin British rule.

10. The Colonial Office argued these costs were worth meeting because Hong Kong provided Britain with 'prestige and influence' in Asia: '[Hong Kong]
provided a demonstration in the Far East of what can be done by the West and by private enterprise, not only in economic affairs but in good government,
justice, individual freedom, and protection for refugees'. (13) In addition, the Colonial Office reported that the colony was, more likely than not, to be
paying its own way. Hong Kong, it noted, was a trans- shipment point for British exports to Asia, and, British merchants in the colony acted as agents for
British firms, providing specialist commercial knowledge of Asian markets. Consequently, British rule in Hong Kong increased British export earnings. British
merchants in Hong Kong had also traditionally serviced China's trade with the world, but their role in this trade declined during the 1950s as Chinese state
agencies and new British merchants (to be discussed below) began to take over these functions. In addition, the British economy in the 1950s benefited from
Hong Kong's reserves of sterling, which were held in London. According to the Colonial Office, these holdings 'contributed to the overall strength of the
sterling area'. Catherine Schenk argues that they were relatively non-liquid liabilities and that in the mid-1950s surpluses from Nigeria, the Gold Coast and
Hong Kong (which held ten per cent of colonial sterling reserves) in part 'subsidised' borrowing by other parts of the currency bloc. Hong Kong's role as a
conduit for Asian produce to the rest of the sterling area and its ability to export goods to the US also potentially meant the colony made a positive
contribution to the sterling area's supply of US dollars. (The free Hong Kong foreign exchange market in US dollars did leak them from the sterling currency
bloc, but neither the Colonial Office at the time nor Schenk, who has recently studied this issue, believe the drain had major implications for the British
economy and the sterling area.) (14)

11. In the 1950s, Hong Kong became an exporter of cheap manufactured products such as textiles, garments and footwear. Between 1955 and 1960, 90 per
cent of Hong Kong exports to the UK, which averaged one per cent of total British imports, were manufactured goods. (Some Hong Kong exports to Britain
may have come from other industrialising Asian economies such as Japan or China, but the vast majority would have been at least made-up within the
colony. (15) ) Although Hong Kong exports reduced the domestic and overseas market shares of certain British manufacturers (especially those making
cheaper, lower quality goods), British consumers gained cheaper products and this competitive shock may have encouraged the transfer of resources from
declining, lower-value-added sectors of the economy to more productive ones. In addition British merchants in Hong Kong were more often than not
financing, shipping and marketing these exports and hence earning income from them. Profits and savings earn ed by these British firms and their workers
may well have been sent back to the UK. Once again it is difficult to arrive at an estimate for these transfers, particularly as many firms and individuals
must, in the 1950s, have been re-investing income back in a Hong Kong economy that was growing rapidly. Even the Colonial Office noted that 'our
commercial connections with Hong Kong have resulted in a very large United Kingdom capital investment in the colony, but it would be impossible to arrive
at a realistic figure for the size of that stake'. (16)

12. It seems that Sino-British economic relations were relatively unimportant for the British economy and from 1949 to 1955 British firms transferred money
to China to cover the losses of their businesses. By contrast Britain's economic relations with, and its financial stake in, Hong Kong, was more important and
probably benefited the British economy.
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13. These economic trends coincided with (and can in part be explained by) socio-institutional changes to the way Sino-British trade was being organised in
the post-1949 period. The main development was the emergence of two contrasting types of business groups, which I label 'establishment' and 'anti-
establishment' groups. These bodies provided market information, tried to resolve commercial disputes and lobbied the British state.

(i) Establishment' business groups.

The China Association (henceforth CA), a City of London-based body comprising mainly expatriate service sector interests, was the longest-standing
Sino-British business group. (17) It was a sister organisation of various British chambers of commerce in China and Hong Kong and also had ties with other
merchant-dominated chambers in Britain such as the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, which had a China and Far East Executive Committee, and the
London Chamber of Commerce, which had a China Section. From 1954 the Sino-British Trading Council (henceforth SBTC) was set up as an umbrella body
brought together by the government in order to compete for members with 'anti-establishment' business groups. In theory it offered businesses a more
representative body, less tainted by association with 'Old China Hands' than the China Association. Its official functions were 'to provide a medium through
which negotiations and the exchange of information could take place, between the Chinese state trading corporations and western trading organisations on
the one hand, and British industry and commerce on the other'. (18) It was sponsored by the Federation of British Industries, the National Union of
Manufacturers, the Association of British Chambers of Commerce, the London Chamber of Commerce and the CA.

(ii) 'Anti-establishment' business groups.

In the 1950s some British-based merchants and manufacturers were represented by new bodies such as the '48 Group' and the British Council for the
Promotion of International Trade (henceforth BCPIT). In the period these groups forged close ties with Chinese state trading corporations. (19) There were
major ideological, commercial and political differences between these groups and 'establishment' ones. British governments publicly supported the CA and
SBTC but dismissed the 48 Group and the BCPIT members as 'fellow travellers'. It consulted with the CA and SBTC on policy matters, initiating meetings and
communicating regularly with them. The government held fewer meetings and communicated less often with 'anti-establishment' groups, these contacts
being nearly always initiated by businesses rather than the state.

14. Generally, 'establishment' businesses lost out economically relative to 'anti-establishment' ones in the period 1949-60. Their investments in China were
lost and their share of Sino-British trade fell as the CPG either traded more directly with overseas markets or used new intermediaries, such as merchants
represented by the 'anti-establishment' groups. As mentioned previously, this loss of income however may well have been compensated by the rapid
industrialisation of the Hong Kong economy, which allowed these long-standing British businesses to fund, ship, insure and market Hong Kong-made products
in world markets.

15. A Framework?

It seems logical to expect that these economic trends and social and institutional changes affected British government policy-making. Indeed they can be
closely correlated with the outcomes of policy: Economic contact with China was relatively unimportant and declined over the period, and British policy
towards China became more illiberal. Economic contact with Hong Kong was more important and foreign policy towards the colony remained liberal.
Consequently, might this case study fit the Cain and Hopkins thesis? These authors argue that 'financial' factors were the prime cause of imperial expansion
and contraction. They argue that there was a symbiotic, 'gentlemanly capitalist' relationship between service sector interests in the City of London and
government policy-makers, both of whom wanted to promote sterling as an international currency, and, until the late 1950s when convertibility was
achieved, sought to use embedded trade and payment relationships between Britain and parts of the Empire and Commonwealth (imperial preference and
the sterling area) to secure their goal. (20) Their case has been much criticised by imperial and economic and social historians. (21) There is not the space
within this article to explore all the dimensions of this complex thesis, instead I would like to focus on two aspects of it.

To what extent was British policy-making on China influenced by financial factors?
Did 'establishment groups' influence state policy-making?

This article is in no way a test for the thesis, in any case a difficult undertaking. As I will indicate later, despite discovering (i) non-financial factors that
better explain policy-making and (ii) only limited state- business consultation, it remains impossible to dismiss the Cain and Hopkins framework as irrelevant
for this case study. This is in part because I have been unable to resolve a few methodological issues. I have already shown that it is difficult to measure
precisely the impact of economic relations with China and Hong Kong on the British economy. But even if more reliable and specific data was available, to
assess whether policy-making was reflecting sectional ('gentlemanly capitalist') interests we would still need to compare the actual costs and benefits of
holding on to bits of the empire with the perceptions held by various policy-makers within Whitehall of these costs and benefits. (Cain and Hopkins argue
that it is possible that the British empire was detrimental to the economy as a whole, while still earning income and influence for business and bureaucratic
elites and vice versa.) I have not been able to do this because it seems to me impossible to dis-aggregate the financial implications of the empire on
different parts of the British political economy, while, as I will indicate in the next sections, the perceptions held by officials of British economic relations
with China and Hong Kong varied across Whitehall departments and over time. There is also the possibility that financial calculations and assumptions made
by officials did determine the parameters within which policy was made, but they remained unsaid and thus difficult for the historian to analyse. (I will
return to some of these issues in Part III.).

16. There are in addition generic problems which arise when trying to apply a general theory to a particular case study: parts will fit (or can be made to fit)
but such findings do not tell us enough to reach firm conclusions. The work of Cain and Hopkins can only be fully tested by investigating some of its
assumptions and premises at a macro level and by synthesising a large number of colonial case studies, processes that have already begun. (22) I hope in the
main to contribute to the latter endeavour. Hence I will present what I have found first and only then turn my attention in (Part III) to what this might mean
for the Cain and Hopkins thesis. This might allow other historians to use my empirical findings in different, and perhaps more productive, ways.

17. Part I: Foreign Economic Policy - Making Towards China

(a) British investments in China

Most of the investments made by British businesses in China, estimated as being worth between £110 and £250 million, were indirectly expropriated during
the 1950s by the CPG. In June 1959, the last 'fully active' British commercial organisation in China, Patons and Baldwin Ltd, transferred its mills in Shanghai
to the Chinese government. (23) (For estimates of the size of British investments see appendix A.) Local and national governments and trade unions in China
carried out a policy of so- called 'hostage capitalism'. Overseas firms were prevented from trading because Chinese private or public bodies did not place
orders with them or provide them with raw materials, whilst trade unions and the state insisted that they continue to pay taxes and wages. The firms could
(and obviously should) have been declared bankrupt. But, given that the Chinese government held individual managers personally responsible for the
liabilities of firms, if they had done so their managers would have been imprisoned. Instead businesses remitted funds to China to cover losses and then
began negotiations with Chinese authorities to relinquish their assets (as valued by the Chinese) against their liabilities (again as set by the Chinese).
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18. This story has been well covered by historians, who have used British government, CA and some business archives to review British policy-making. Much
of the following is based on their work and on my own archival research, which has already been published. (24) The prevailing view on Chinese policy, which
I will not explore in any great depth in this article, is that it was rational: it maximised the financial gain from overseas businesses (especially in terms of
foreign currency) and meshed with a communist economic policy which sought industrialisation without relying on western capital and skilled labour (but not
necessarily western technology). (25) It is a good example of how events in the periphery can hasten the pace of (informal) imperial retreat.

19. The business community requested government support to aid their withdrawal. Initially they wanted the government to break a naval blockade and
prevent air attacks on Shanghai orchestrated by the Chinese Nationalists. They also requested government subsidies to support the social infrastructure of
the British expatriate communities across China. (26) Once negotiations with Chinese authorities began, they asked British governments to act as a third
party to ensure a common negotiating position across the business community, and to help secure the exit of firms by threatening to use sanctions, such as a
block on remittances from the UK, or by providing inducements, such as an official trade mission to China. (27)

20. British governments rejected the demands made by businesses. As early as March 1950, Elser Dening, assistant under- secretary of state at the Foreign
Office, informed Tony Keswick of Jardine Matheson that government intervention was out of the question. In April 1950, the Labour cabinet ruled out aid, a
policy re-affirmed in 1951 by the incoming Conservative government. (28) There was support across Whitehall for this policy. The Foreign Office felt that any
government intervention would damage either diplomatic relations with China or with the US, especially given that the Truman administration had adopted
containment policies towards China and opposed any concessions to the CPG. (29) For example, early in 1950, Ernest Bevin, the Foreign Secretary, ruled out
breaking the naval blockade because military action would have infringed Chinese sovereignty, damaged Sino-British relations and been opposed by a US
administration which was tacitly supporting the blockade. (30) By 1952 Foreign Office officials were arguing that, if Britain sent out a high ranking official to
arbitrate between the business community and the CPG, there was a high likelihood that the Chinese would snub British advances. (31)

21 Such diplomatic susceptibilities were reinforced by the Treasury which ruled out remittance controls or indirect subsidies for British businesses in China.
(32) Neither the Treasury (nor possibly the Board of Trade) would have wanted a drain of sterling to China at a time when, in part because of an economic
embargo on China, there was no guarantee that Chinese trading corporations would use it to buy British exports. Opposition to controls on remittances by
the Colonial Office and the Governor of Hong Kong produced a wider bureaucratic consensus. Both bodies strongly opposed remittance controls because, to
be effective, they needed to be applied to Hong Kong and could thus have seriously damaged Hong Kong's entrepôt business. (33) Finally there was cross-
departmental recognition that, in an era of widespread revolutionary threats to the property rights of overseas investors, any public concessions might only
encourage other states or social movements across the world to expropriate British assets. (34)

22. Underpinning all these Whitehall opinions may well have been earlier decisions made about the viability of British investments in China. The evidence
does not indicate that they influenced policy-making in the 1950s, but they could well have done, especially given that economic and political trends in the
1950s vindicated the pessimism of British officials in the late 1940s about economic relations with China. At that time, China was labelled by British officials
'a very poor candidate' for British private or government-sponsored investment. In the words of one official, 'the future of China' was 'so uncertain', whilst,
according to another, it was doubtful whether China would be a solvent nation-state for 15 to 20 years. (35) (Board of Trade officials were concerned about
the level of Sino-British trade but accepted controls on the flow of sterling to China as economically rational.) There is some evidence that these
calculations were influenced by past trends. Officials commented that remittances from China had been declining since before the Sino-Japanese war. They
also noted that British investments would now have to compete without the protection provided by extra-territoriality (the legal rights granted to foreign

residents in China by various treaties in the 19th century) and that all political movements in China (nationalist or communist) wanted to reduce the
influence of foreign capital in China and extend state control over the Chinese private sector. (36)

23. (b) Controls on British Exports to China

The story of how and why first a Labour Government and then, from October 1951, a Conservative government introduced more stringent controls on exports
to China has been well covered by historians but it is worth briefly revisiting policy-making to allow some comparisons to be made with other policies
towards China. (37) The turning points for government policy- makers were June 1950, the beginning of the Korean War, and November 1950, when China
entered the conflict. These events put the control of strategic exports on the political agenda because British troops were fighting in Korea and thus might
be killed (indirectly) by goods trans-shipped through China, a close ally of communist North Korea. But, despite the heightened strategic imperative, it took
diplomatic pressure from American administrations to change British policy. Initially, in the summer of 1950, Prime Minister Clement Attlee and ministers and
officials in the Foreign Office, the Colonial Office and the Board of Trade refused to tighten controls. They perceived Sino-British trade as economically
useful to the UK economy, a means of dampening cold war tensions - perhaps by reducing China's economic reliance on the Soviet Union - and as vital for
British merchants in Asia and for the maintenance of British rule in Hong Kong. (38) The government was maintaining its liberal economic policy towards the
CPG.

24. Later in the summer of 1950, British policy began to shift and controls, notably those on oil exports to China, were secretly tightened. While the Ministry
of Defence had by this stage alerted the government that Britain's slack controls were allowing strategic goods to reach North Korea, it took intervention by
Bevin, who argued that British policy was beginning to damage Anglo-American relations, to secure a modification of government policy. (39) Even so it was
not until after January 1951, when the Labour government agreed to support American demands for a UN resolution branding the CPG the aggressor in
Korea, that there was a fundamental shift of policy, resulting in a more severe British embargo on China and UK government support for a UN economic
embargo on China. The decision to align with American policy towards China divided the government. Indeed the Cabinet initially decided to maintain an
independent (and thus more liberal) policy towards China. Once again it took high level interventions, this time by Attlee and Hugh Gaitskell, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to reverse policy. They warned the Cabinet that British foreign policy towards China (and Korea) had the potential to cause such
diplomatic tensions with the Truman administration and such a severe political backlash against Britain amongst American senators and congressmen that US
financial and diplomatic support to the UK might be curtailed. (40)

25. Historically, state export controls have been used either to prevent strategically important goods augmenting the war- making capacity of hostile powers
or to ensure that exports earn the best returns possible (usually in terms of foreign currency). British controls on exports to Communist China fell into the
first category. They were introduced in 1949 to cover a narrow range of strategic goods. At that stage they were less severe than those imposed on the
Soviet Union but this situation changed in the period from mid 1950 to 1953. Restrictions were gradually extended to a wider range of goods and the
administration of the economic embargo was improved. The range of goods controlled was relaxed slightly in 1952 to allow Asian rubber and UK
pharmaceutical exports to go to China, but, in 1953, the British state once again made the embargo more watertight by introducing a system of voyage
licensing to prevent British and colonial registered ships from carrying embargoed goods. Britain and the colonial states also refused bunkering facilities to
ships suspected of containing strategic goods. (41)

26. The context within which British policy on the embargo was made changed when a Korean Armistice was signed in July 1953. But even so it was not until
1957 that the controls on trade in strategic goods to China were reduced to the same level as those regulating such trade with the Soviet Union. From 1953
until 1957, and despite strong parliamentary and business lobbying for a relaxation of controls, the government refused to change policy on the grounds that
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any modification would affect Anglo-American relations. It rejected demands for a British trade mission to China and even refused to revert to a more
liberal policy from 1953 when a Korean War armistice had been signed. (42) The Board of Trade supported the policy, in part because it judged Anglo- Chinese
economic relations to be relatively unimportant, but its officials felt that in the longer term it would be difficult to maintain this policy in the face of
commercial and political pressures from within the UK for a resumption of normal trade. (43) By this stage these pressures were coming from 'anti-
establishment groups' as their members had signed contracts with the Chinese at trade fairs in Moscow and Beijing, and from 'establishment' groups which
were concerned that their members were losing their market share to new entrants from the UK and Europe. (44) Even so it was not until 1957 that the
government eased some restrictions on strategic exports to China. Then in 1958-59, much to the surprise of these business interests, the government imposed
new restrictions, this time on Chinese exports to the UK. According to Shao, it was pressure from business groups in the UK and a growing realisation that the
controls were not watertight that caused policy to shift. (45)

27. (c) Controls on Imports into Britain from China

Import quotas have been used much more extensively in the twentieth century than previously. (See appendix C for details.) They were first used in a
comprehensive way by British governments to manage the balance of payments during the Second World War. From 1946 these controls began to be
removed. While liberalisation ceased in 1947, it accelerated after 1949 and, after a re-imposition of some controls in 1951-52, continued a pace from 1953,
with controls eased more quickly for parts of the sterling area than for the dollar area. (According to Milward and Brennan this process was too rapid to
provide protection for many UK manufacturers. (46) This general trend towards freer trade disguises the fact that some new quotas were imposed to protect
certain sectors of the economy from certain countries such as China, while, in addition, direct state controls were also increasingly augmented by Voluntary
Export Restraint (VER) agreements negotiated between UK producers' groups and those overseas.

28 In 1949 China was one of many countries which were freed from quota restrictions - either on individual products or on the total level of its exports. (47)
This policy meant China was treated differently from other parts of the Soviet Bloc which were subject to quotas on individual goods and/or to general trade
agreements which regulated their total level of trade with Britain. Trade with China was also freer than that with Japan (a fellow Asian developing nation),
as many Japanese exports were subject to individual quotas. (48) Board of Trade officials justified these inconsistencies by pointing out that China's currency
was 'very soft' and thus the impact of Chinese exports on foreign exchange reserves was limited and that Britain needed scarce primary commodities
exported by China such as bristles and eggs. British policy did not change after the CPG was established, even though the political status of an exporting
country mattered because state- led trading regimes had more control over the size and direction of their exports compared to market-based economies and
thus could, in theory, more easily dump large quantities of goods on the UK (and its colonial) markets, either as an act of economic warfare or because their
domestic production had far exceeded planned production and domestic demand. (49) (British policy on imports from China supported the original
government strategy of encouraging Sino-British trade as a means of reducing Cold War tensions, but I have no evidence to indicate whether and how such
geo- strategic factors influenced policy in the early 1950s.)

29. When in 1952 and 1956 import quotas were reduced, British policy on imports from China was reviewed. It was noted by Board of Trade officials that 'non
essential' consumer exports from China, such as apparel, carpets and silk piece goods, were increasing, while goods from China were also being admitted on
a freer basis than similar goods from Western Europe. (By the late 1950s just under one third of imports from China on average were manufactured products.
See Appendix B, Table (II).) Whilst, at this stage, no changes were made, by the mid 1950s, the official justification for China's special treatment had become
more refined. In 1956, the Board of Trade's Import Licensing Committee believed that: (i) certain Chinese goods were still 'essential for the British economy;
(ii) political pressure from UK producer groups was so far 'not great' - and thus could be withstood; (iii) controls might 'create difficulties for the Hong Kong
economy' and that the Chinese authorities might 'retaliate against Hong Kong merchants'; (iv) there would be no significant saving on the import bill; and (v)
excluding China from Open General Licenses and global quotas would require more bureaucratic resources. (50)

30. Policy first shifted in January 1958 when the government imposed quotas on Chinese exports of cotton and rayon piece goods, and, in August of the same
year, when quota restrictions were extended to most textile manufacturers. At the time representatives of cotton textile businesses in Lancashire were
negotiating VERs with industries in India, Pakistan and Hong Kong and so the quotas on Chinese exports of these goods improved the prospects of inter-
industry agreements. Without such controls overseas industrialists could argue that, if they agreed to restrict their exports, China's market share would
simply expand. (Coincidentally it also meant that Chinese textile goods were treated the same as those of Japan, which had been subject to quotas since the
mid 1950s.) Quotas on Chinese imports thus provided both direct and, once the VER with Hong Kong, India and Pakistan was signed in 1959, indirect
protection to the British cotton textile industry. A Board of Trade memorandum seems to confirm that this was the reason behind the shift in policy: it noted
that the 'volume of such [Chinese] imports was causing severe damage to the UK cotton industry'. (51)

31. In 1959 the British Conservative government totally reversed its policy on Chinese imports. It introduced quotas on a wider range of individual Chinese
products to coincide with a policy, initiated by D. Heathcoat Amory (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) and agreed by the Economic Policy Committee, to
open up more of the UK's trade with the 'Dollar Area' and 'Relaxation Area', a category of countries which mainly comprised Western Europe but which until
the shift also included China. (52) Officially this was merely a case of bureaucratic 'tidying': the government was placing China in the same category as other
Soviet Bloc (state trading) countries to remove an administrative anomaly dating back to 1949. (53) Indeed, over the next few years, these quotas on China
were not very restrictive in aggregate terms. They only covered 25 per cent of the products China exported to Britain and in 1960 goods subject to quotas
only comprised 15 per cent of total imports from China. (54) Most quotas on individual goods were also set at levels higher than the existing level of trade; in
many cases they were twice the level of trade in 1958.

32. However the government record shows that the controls were introduced for two more substantive reasons: to protect additional UK producers from
Chinese competition and to improve diplomatic and commercial relations with Japan. By the end of the 1950s China was an economically large and
politically unpredictable communist state which could potentially dump large quantities of its products on the UK. Throughout the 1950s certain British
producers - particularly those making light-consumer goods such as pottery and glassware - had been losing more of their domestic market share
year-on-year to low-cost Chinese producers, who were not, unlike their Japanese counterparts, facing any direct restrictions. (Chinese imports were subject
to tariffs but these could only provide limited protection because of the potentially high price differential between UK and Chinese producers.) In addition
the favourable treatment given to Chinese imports was straining diplomatic relations with Japanese governments, who desired freer access for its exporters
to UK markets. British policy on Chinese imports may also have been making it more difficult for UK producer interests to negotiate VERs with their Japanese
industrialists.

33. All government departments supported this new policy. Frank Lee, permanent secretary at the Board of Trade, noted that it was impossible to relax
controls on China as this would 'only complicate further our already difficult position “vis-à-vis” Japan' and that there was an 'incidental advantage' in that 'if
there were a risk that our market was going to be swamped with the imports [from China] ... we should have the means available ... to introduce
restrictions'. Other Board of Trade officials even more fully articulated a protectionist position. J. A. Pimlott stated that 'The main case for such a change
now is that Chinese economic development seems certain to present us increasingly with the same sort of problems as Japanese and Soviet trade now
present; we have already experienced this in the case of textiles'. (55) The Foreign Office noted that the present policy had been a 'source of embarrassment'
with respect to relations with Japan, because 'the contrast between the treatment of Japan and China had been too glaring'. The Treasury meanwhile
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thought quotas might also secure Britain better access for exports into China. (56)

34. The potential impact of this policy on the level of trade with China was not a major influence on policy-making. Board of Trade officials in the Far
Eastern Division of the Commercial Relations and Exports Department were concerned that the controls might reduce British exports to China given that the
CPG were likely to retaliate by refusing to consider British firms for contracts. (One official, P. B. Hypher, also argued that as China had been running a
trading deficit with UK in the years after the embargo was lifted 'every effort must be made to facilitate the growth of imports'.) (57) However these views
did not carry much weight. This may have been due to the high level of uncertainty and divergent view points in the late 1950s both within the Board of
Trade and the Foreign Office about the future growth prospects of British exports to China. (58) Discrimination by Chinese trading corporations in favour of
'anti- establishment' traders may also have influenced policy-makers, as the government perceived these tactics as politically-motivated. It may, in addition,
have felt that CPG trading policies curtailed the ability of 'establishment traders' and the Hong Kong economy to earn income from Sino- British trade.
Furthermore, Sino-British trade was in any case a small proportion of overall British trade, and hence even if the CPG had stopped all trade with Britain the
impact on the British economy would have been slight. (59)

35. The general attitude of British traders towards the controls was hostile but there were some important differences between UK and Hong Kong- based
business groups. 48 Group members, led by the London Export Corporation, argued that exports to China would fall as Chinese trading corporations
discriminated against British traders. Early in 1960 a number of MPs also criticised the policy. (60) These groups argued that if the overall level of trade
needed to be regulated then an Anglo-Chinese bilateral treaty was a better way of doing so. They also complained that the way the policy was announced
was hardly conducive to good Sino-British trading relations given that it had coincided with the bi- annual Canton trade fair. (61) The CA 'was none too happy'
about the controls, while the London Chamber of Commerce expressed 'anxiety'. John Keswick of Matheson and Co. noted that 'he and his colleagues in the
City were very puzzled by the Government's attitude about trade with China'. Keswick noted that some curious licensing decisions and a generally
sub-standard presentation of the policy had got them thinking that 'the Government perhaps had in mind discouraging trade with China'. (62) The CA also
acknowledged that, while the quotas covered a 'very small range of products', they would be restrictive in the longer term because they curtailed imports of
light manufactured goods, such as textiles, garments, sewing machines, toys and pottery, the very products 'that China is trying to increase her exports of'
and where a 'market is being developed [in the UK]'. They noted that over a third of the total goods restricted in 1960 were cotton textiles. (63) The CA also
wanted to ensure that goods under quota would continue to be trans-shipped through Hong Kong. However, on the whole, the CA and also British merchants
in Hong Kong were less critical of the quotas: they did not think that Sino-British trade would be significantly affected by the imposition of controls and
noted that, even if it was, the prospects for trade with China were poor given prevailing CPG economic policies. (64)

36. Once the quota system was up and running criticism by all these business groups focussed more fully on how the levels for individual quotas were set and
how licenses were allocated. (For a background to the administrative system and business-state discussions about it see appendix D).

37. In some ways, British foreign economic policy-making towards China can be summed up as confused and inconsistent. Even though by 1950-51 it was
evident that Britain's economic stake in China was coming to an end, the government continued to pursue a liberal policy which tried to maintain and
develop Sino-British trade, a policy which damaged Britain's relations with US administrations. Policy gradually changed from 1951, epitomised by the
imposition of controls on strategic exports to China, but it remained inconsistent because imports from China were freely allowed into Britain. Only when at
the end of the decade some of these restrictions were taken off, did the British government introduced controls on imports of Chinese goods into Britain. In
other ways however British policy was rational and consistent. It fitted in with a reorientation of the British economy away from close ties with Britain's
formal and informal empire to new economic relations with Western Europe. As I will now show, British policy towards Hong Kong bucked this trend.

38. Part II: Foreign Economic Policy Decisions on Hong Kong

The three previous accounts of British policy towards China indicate that the determination of British governments to maintain control of Hong Kong made
British policy-makers even more reluctant to retreat from their liberal policies towards China. My research also shows that, when policy towards China
threatened the economic well-being of Hong Kong (and thus potentially turned Hong Kong into a diplomatic and financial liability for British governments),
British policy-makers intervened to ensure that Hong Kong was insulated as much as possible from any damaging consequences of policy towards China. It is
thus not surprising that British foreign economic policy towards Hong Kong was very different compared with that towards China.

39.(i) Investments in Hong Kong

Whereas the British state refused to support British investments in China, government loans were given to Hong Kong to aid its post-war reconstruction and
the Treasury gave the colony a significant degree of budgetary autonomy. Restrictions were not placed on the flow of private capital to the colony; and,
despite the potentially damaging impact on the macro-economic stability of the UK economy, Hong Kong was allowed to be one of the few places in the
sterling area to have a free dollar currency exchange market. (65)

40. (ii) Controls on Exports to Hong Kong

Whereas the British state agreed (albeit reluctantly) to impose an economic embargo on Communist China, it expended time and resources to minimise its
impact on Hong Kong. The colonial government set up a complex bureaucratic system to prevent strategic goods entering the port from being trans-shipped
to China. In addition British diplomats successfully persuaded the Truman administration to exclude Hong Kong from its economic embargo on China, on the
understanding that Hong Kong-issued documents would guarantee that imports from the US were not trans-shipped to China and that Hong Kong's exports to
the US did not contain materials derived from China. (66)

41 (iii) Controls on UK imports from Hong Kong

Although from late 1958 the British government introduced quotas on imports from China, despite sustained lobbying from UK manufacturers, such as cotton
textile, clothing and footwear, enamelware, toy and brush producers, no controls were placed on Hong Kong's export trade with Britain. (Hong Kong's imports
were admitted under Imperial Preference and thus had a cost advantage over other low cost overseas manufacturers of light consumer goods. This in part
explains why British producers lost domestic market- share to Hong Kong-made goods in the period.) Furthermore the government also provided only a
limited degree of diplomatic support to the British cotton textile industry during its discussions with the Hong Kong industry to establish a VER. Consequently
these talks lasted for over two years and the outcome was perceived by British cotton textile industrialists to be unsatisfactory. (67)

42. Part III Some Observations on British Policy Towards China and the Cain and Hopkins Thesis

At the beginning of the article I outlined two aspects of the Cain and Hopkins thesis I wanted to apply to this case study. As I said then my findings are
inconclusive. They are also at times speculative.

On financial factors and policy-making

The specific factors influencing state policy-making on China varied from case to case. The failure of governments to aid businesses in China was in part the
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result of financial stringency and in part due to the inability of British governments to shape events in the face of a Communist state determined to
transform Sino-British relations. Britain imposed an economic embargo on China partly for strategic reasons but mainly to maintain good diplomatic relations
with the US. The government imposed import quotas on the Chinese in response to domestic political pressures and in order to improve diplomatic and
hence economic, relations with the Japanese. This range of factors seemingly questions the Cain and Hopkins thesis because it stresses international and
domestic political forces not fully addressed by the authors. This case study shows how the British state's institutional capacity was limited first and foremost
by a revolutionary state in China (and thus in the periphery) and secondly by a hegemonic American state. This lack of power determined what the British
state could and could not do. It was only in respect to policy on Chinese imports that these constraints on British government policy-making were removed.
Perhaps as a result policy was more responsive to domestic industrial business interests.

43. These are not Cain and Hopkins-type factors. However it remains difficult to dismiss the influence of financial factors because it could be argued that
these alternative international or peripheral forces changed the financial context within which policy was made, and thus changed policy, or merely
legitimised policies determined by financial structures. Two examples might hopefully illustrate the methodological problem. Firstly, CPG policy made the
'informal empire' in China financially unviable, and it could have been this monetary change, rather than British Foreign Office fears about diplomatic
impotence in the face of an independent Chinese policy, which stopped officials providing more support for the business community in China. Secondly, the
primacy given to Anglo-American relations by British officials can be re-read as British governments willing to forego a liberal policy towards China to ensure
the continuation of Marshall aid, collaboration with American administrations over defence and intelligence matters and US diplomatic support for a
movement towards multi-lateral trading and payments systems, a development which benefited the City of London. Furthermore, while, as I have shown,
there may be only limited pieces of documentary evidence to support the case that financial forces were the prime explanation, if a behavioural motive is
hegemonic, as Cain and Hopkins suggest, it might be implicitly understood and thus might not have been recorded. The Cain and Hopkins theory might be
impossible to test at a micro level, hence the need for macro studies.

44. One possible way out of this methodological “cul-de-sac” however would be to compare British policy-making towards China with that towards Hong
Kong. Can it be merely coincidence that foreign economic policy towards Hong Kong remained liberal (as compared to policy towards China) when there
appears to have been a higher financial return from the colony for the City of London and British governments? It is not possible to answer this question
without undertaking further archival research, but at this stage it is worth noting that the same range of factors that were shaping policy towards China
could well have produced a different policy outcome towards Hong Kong. It is quite possible that the metropolitan state had greater institutional capacity in
relation to Hong Kong because, unlike with China, it was not being constrained by other powers or by social movements in the periphery. (The US and
Chinese governments wanted Hong Kong to remain an economically viable British colony and the colonial state (in the periphery) was not faced with
anti-colonial movements.) Alternatively, financial forces could have been a more powerful influence on policy-making as Hong Kong had large reserves of
sterling which were held in London and which supported the level of the British currency. (68) Weighing how these factors affected policy might prove easier
when there is a comparative example or two. Further archival research might also help.

45. On business interests and state policy-making

All three policies towards China were detrimental to British businesses trading with the country: they constrained Sino-British economic contact and made its
future institutional structure uncertain. Furthermore government policies did not discriminate to any great degree in favour of 'establishment' business
groups. The government's reluctance to provide diplomatic and financial aid to businesses in China hit 'establishment' merchants hardest and the economic
embargo on China severed their trade links, allowing new entrants to develop better institutional ties with Chinese trading corporations. (This would
however have happened anyway because the Chinese had a preference for direct Sino-British trade which circumvented expatriate British merchants.)
Import controls probably had a marginally greater impact on 'anti-establishment' traders because in the 1950s their market share had been increasing more
rapidly than 'establishment' business group members. The evidence shows that neither 'establishment' nor 'anti-establishment' business interests had a major
impact on policy-making. Whitehall departments consulted much more closely with 'establishment' business groups but, as far as can be ascertained, in all
three cases state officials only consulted with this business community after policies had been decided.

46. These findings seemingly question the Cain and Hopkins thesis. But do they? Perhaps there may have been implicit (unsaid and thus unrecorded)
understandings between the state and 'establishment' business groups. Both may have accepted that economic contacts with China were no longer financially
viable, particularly as 'anti-establishment' businesses had taken a sizeable market share, and that so long as there remained a common (financial) interest in
Hong Kong and the colony remained politically viable, policy towards China did not in the end really matter (except when it threatened money-making in
and the power politics of Hong Kong). Tensions and disagreements, evident between 'establishment' traders and the state in the 1950s, could be explained
away as ritualistic behaviour which disguised deeper agreements. Or, alternatively, the state might have circumvented disgruntled China- specific service
sector interests while still at the same time aligning with wider City of London interests, who would have viewed policy towards China as irrelevant and
certainly not worth jeopardising for a switch towards global trading and payments systems. The imposition of import quotas on China could also be re-read
as favouring wider financial interests in the City, who wanted closer economic ties with America and Europe, over China-specific traders.

47 More information on the socio-economic composition and political orientation of British businesses trading with China might allow historians to
investigate these possibilities further. A comparative study of businesses in Hong Kong might also help. It would be interesting to know what political
economy shaped policy towards Hong Kong and how it adjusted from the mid 1950s onwards under the pressures of decolonisation, the declining importance
of the sterling area and attempts by British governments to develop closer economic bonds with Europe. The further research needed to answer these
questions could discover 'gentlemanly capitalists', hunted by historians to the verge of extinction, surviving on the island of Hong Kong.

48. Appendices

A: British Investments in China

Estimating the size of British investments in China during this period is a difficult task. Remer's survey is the best for the inter-war years. He puts the figure
at £244 million in 1933, which comprised a third of all foreign investment in China. His figures do not include estimates for Hong Kong. (69) However pre-war
estimates provide a very poor guide to the value of British assets in the early post-war decades. From 1937 onwards investments suffered physical damage
due to the Sino-Japanese war (1937-45) and the Chinese Civil War (1946-49). Post-war British estimates had to try to take war damage into account. The
Economic and Industrial Planning Staff of the Foreign Office thus came up with a figure of £110 million for physical properties. (This figure excluded
investments in Hong Kong, estimated as worth £150 million at the time, and small scale businesses in China (which were difficult to survey) and capital tied
up in shipping, which was very footloose.) The British commercial secretary to the embassy in Beijing put the total at £170 million. This later estimate was
based on a questionnaire circulated to 40 firms, a sample which provided 'fragmentary evidence'. (70)

49. These figures need to be treated with caution because market value depends on the future earning potential of assets, which is dependant on the
projected performance of the local economy, combined with an estimate of the security of long term property rights. In China from the late 1940s these
factors were in a state of flux for the CPG began to alter Chinese economic policy and private property rights. While in 1952 the CA believed the British stake
in China to be worth £200-250 million, it soon stopped trying to estimate its value because, to quote a British Foreign Office official, there were 'so many
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imponderables that assessments made by even the most sober traders may differ by tens of millions'. As the discussion in Part I (a) indicates British assets
were only worth what the Chinese authorities would pay for them. For example, in 1957 the Chinese valued the property of Sassoons at £2-4 million while
the company thought it was worth £20 million. (71)

50. New archival research might provide some more accurate figures. The Chinese archives in particular might contain new quantitative information and
might also tell us how the CPG made and executed policy. Further work in British business archives might reveal how much firms remitted to China; such a
calculation would need to differentiate between money exhorted and money for trade, potentially a difficult task. It would also be interesting to know how
British firms managed their exit, when and why certain firms moved to Hong Kong and how their survival strategies compared to those adopted by European,
American and overseas Chinese businesses.

51. B: UK trade with China and Hong Kong

(I) UK exports to and imports from China (total figures in million £ sterling and as percentage of total UK imports or exports in brackets)

Year Imports from China * Exports to China Imports from Hong Kong* Exports to Hong Kong

1946 2.6 (0.2) 7.8 (0.8) 0.4 (-) 6 (0.6)

1947 7.2 (0.4) 12.8 (1.1) 2 (0.1) 12.8 (1.1)

1948 8.2 (0.4) 8.7 (0.5) 5.5 (0.3) 20.7 (1.3)

1949 3.6 (0.2 ) 2.4 (0.1) 10.3 (0.5) 28 (1.5)

1950 10.3 (0.4) 3.6 (0.2) 17.1 (0.5) 28 (1.2)

1951 7 (0.2) 2.7 (0.1) 14.4 (0.4) 36.1 (1.3)

1952 3 (0.1) 4.6 (0.2) 6.4 (0.2) 29 (1.1)

1953 10 (0.3) 6.2 (0.2) 8.3 (0.2) 27.3 (1)

1954 8.9 (0.3) 6.9 (0.2) 11.1 (0.3) 24.1 (0.9)

1955 12.3 (0.3) 7.9 (0.3) 16.6 (0.4) 25.9 (0.9)

1956 12.5 (0.3) 10.8 (0.3) 20.1 (0.5) 33.1 (1)

1957 14.2 (0.35) 12.2 (0.35) 23.6 (0.6) 36.6 (1)

1958 18.5 (0.5) 27.2 (0.8) 27.1 (0.7) 30.9 (0.9)

1959 19. 7 (0.5) 24.8 (0.7) 33.5 (0.8) 35.6 (1)

1960 24.7 (0.5) 32.1 (0.9) 43 (0.9) 40.2 (1.1)

* These figures do not include Chinese exports which went through a country on the way to the UK but they include re-exports but these are a small
proportion of the totals.

Sources: Annual Statement of the Trade of the UK with Commonwealth and Foreign Countries, Vol. 1, (London, HMSO, for the years, 1949-60)

(I) UK imports of manufactures from China and Hong Kong (total figures in million £ Sterling and as percentage of total UK imports or exports from these
sources)

Year Imports from China Imports from Hong Kong

1947 0.3 (11) 0.1 (50)

1948 0.1 (2) 1 (18)

1949 0.1 (4) 1.2 (11)

1950 1 (10) 5.7 (34)

1951 1 (13) 7.9 (54)

1952 0.3 (11) 3 (48)

1953 0.6 (6) 4.3 (52)

1954 1.3 (15) 8.3 (74)

1955 2.8 (22) 14.7 (88)

1956 3.1 (25) 18.9 (93)

1957 4.3 (30) 21.9 (93)

1958 6 (33) 25.5 (94)

1959 5.5 (28) 32.3 (97)

1960 7.4 (30) 41.6 (97)

Sources: Annual Statements of the Trade of the UK with Commonwealth and Foreign Countries, vol. 1, (London: HMSO, for the years 1949-60)

52. C: The political economy of quotas

There are a number of possible reasons why the use of import quotas increased in the twentieth century.

Governments were not as dependent on tariffs as a source of revenue because income taxes (and other forms of indirect taxation) had become more
politically acceptable and hence they could be replaced by quotas.

1.

The high price differential between low cost producers in the developing and developed world meant that tariffs had to be set at a high level to provide
protection for industries such as textiles. The protection provided by quotas by comparison was not sensitive to price levels.

2.
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By the post-war period tariff levels were being regulated by international bodies such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), whereas
quotas were not.

3.

By the twentieth century, governments had better administrative systems and so could more easily set quotas and allocate licences and once the
bureaucratic machinery was in place the marginal cost of introducing new quotas fell.

4.

In certain countries, such as Britain, quotas could be introduced quickly by executive action, whereas tariffs needed to be sanctioned by legislative
bodies. (72)

5.

53. D: The administration of import quotas on China

At first quotas were allocated mainly on the basis of existing contracts and the past trade performance of businesses, with one half of the quota given to
existing import merchants. However from April 1960 individual licences were issued against proof of 'firm orders' from Chinese trading corporations. This new
system was adopted for subsequent years, except for textiles, which continued to be issued on the basis of past trade. The change may have been brought
about by parliamentary pressure but a system based on past trade may have not been viable in longer term anyway because it was less efficient, ossifying
trading structures, and was less appropriate for trade with China because the annual level of trade in many commodities varied greatly. It was needed for
cotton textiles because demand for licences would have far exceeded supply. (73)

54. All business groups (and individual firms) complained about the licensing system and lobbied for increases to individual quotas. During 1960 the
government met many of their demands. So long as there were no detrimental consequences for sectors of the British economy, and so long as China and
Japan were treated equitably, it increased the size of many quotas. For example in 1960 the quota for silk piece goods was doubled to meet rising demand
for silk fashions in the UK. (Higher demand meant that UK producers were less affected by rising imports.) Board of Trade officials also frequently met
business groups and answered a large number of queries from firms concerning the allocation of licences. Its discussions with 'establishment groups' were
particularly constructive. (74) It also revised the system for allocating licences to make it run more smoothly. In 1960 the Chinese authorities were given lists
of all licence holders and the government encouraged SBTC members to inform Chinese trading corporations of how much they could import. The Chinese
were also allowed to allocate unused quotas.

55. However, despite external pressure from business groups and internal reviews conducted by Board of Trade officials, no fundamental changes were made
to the licensing system. Although it would have been cheaper and more convenient for the CPG to manage the quotas, the Board of Trade felt that the CPG
would either refuse to co-operate or it would instruct its trading corporations to 'give the whole of the business in a particular product to a particular
importer'. (75) Although, it would also have been more rational to replace quotas on individual goods - which were expensive to administer - with a general
quota covering all Chinese imports into the UK, Board of Trade officials doubted whether the Chinese would agree to annual treaty negotiations and noted
that a general quota would not provide sufficient protection for the UK producers most at risk from cheap Chinese imports. (76)
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